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Chairman's message 

R. D. BARNETI, CBE, FBA, FSA 

It is my pleasant duty to write a very brief word of welcome in this, the second 
number of our Bulletin, which the generosity of Mr John Day has again made it 
possible for us to produce. We conceived the first number, issued this time last year, 
as an experiment, and found it a great success: we hope we have improved on it and 
hope, too, that you will like the result. 

The last season was very successful in providing lectures of the highest quality, the 
majority of which are reported in this Bulletin; attendances, however, could be 
higher. We continue to depend on the rather precarious chance of Israeli and other 
scholars visiting or passing through England, or sometimes staying longer for a 
sabbatical. Fortunately the supply continues; they know that they will be sure of a 
warm welcome and an interested audience. Our members, on the other hand, can 
always count on hearing something new and important in the archaeological field. 

We have at long last been able to realize an ambition to help students by means of 
modest grants to visit Israel for study or to participate in excavations there. This has 
been made possible largely by the help of certain generous benefactors. Short reports 
by the recipients of grants in 1982-3 are included here. 

In Israel, however, things seem to be going none too well in some ways in the field 
of excavation. Hitherto it was the rule of the Department of Antiquities that, on 
discovering Jewish burials while excavating, the bones were respectfully handed over 
to the religious brotherhoods for pious reburial: now this is not enough. Some 
fanatical groups of religious extremists, protesting against the excavation of an 
alleged- and, I understand, a somewhat doubtful-Jewish cemetery on Mount Ophel 
(the City of David) in Jerusalem, are threatening the whole framework of free 
archaeological enquiry in Israel, by means of new and absurdly restrictive legislation. 
This would give them the right to intervene and veto any dig, of any date, in which 
bones might or might not be found. I have myself in the past always opposed the 
involvement of archaeology with politics, in Israel or anywhere else, whether by 
outsiders or by natives of the country. Here, then, is a new threat to archaeology and 
to free scientific enquiry in Israel. Let _us hope that peace, understanding and 
common sense will prevail. 
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Editorial 

This second issue of the Society's Bulletin will, we hope, meet with as much 
appreciation as did the first one last year. We received a good deal of comment and 
helpful criticism and many suggestions, some of which we put into practice. Enough 
praise was received to warm even a weary editor's heart; so, much encouraged, we 
have continued, and the current volume is the result. We should still like more active 
participation by the members of the Society - be it noted that one or two pieces 
of research promised by members never materialized, much to our disappointment. 
But on your behalf we shall continue our efforts to extract them in time for our next 
issue. 

The Society was able to give financial aid to several students and postgraduates in 
the summer of:J. 982. Reports by those students were so extensive and enthusiastic 
(one even provided a section drawing to scale and several others sent photographs), 
that they had to be drastically edited before inclusion in the Bulletin. It is a great 
pleasure to all of us to know that our help is appreciated and that it enables young 
people to add considerably to their knowledge and experience of archaeology and 
Israel. Our heartfelt thanks must go to those people approached by the Committee 
who were able to donate money for this purpose. That we are a suitable body to 
collect and distribute such funds is one of our most cherished convictions. 

We asked Fanny Vitto, whose lecture to the Society last year was enjoyed by all 
 see BA/AS 1/1983 pp. 11-14), to provide a short report on current archaeological 
activity in Israel, and also a piece on the role and organization of the Department of 
Antiquities. Miss Yitto was, until a few months ago, a member of the Department, 
and left in order to pursue her own research. She was an ideal choice to write these 
items. We thank her for them and are sure that members will enjoy her articles. 

One innovation in the Society's· activities this year was a private showing of a 
photographic exhibition on the 'Herods of Judaea', to which we were kindly invited 
by Mr Robert Pitt, who had organized it as part of the City of London Festival last 
July. The evening was much enjoyed by all those present, and we should like to thank 
Mr Pitt for his generous invitation. We hope in the future to be able to arrange similar 
'unusual' events to supplement our lecture programme. 

Last July, Miss Olga Tufnell revisited Lachish as the guest of Professor David 
Ussishkin of Tel Aviv University, after an absence of nearly half a century. Such an 
event could hardly go unchronicled by the Anglo-Israel Archaeological Society, so 
we include here a short account of Miss Tufnell's visit as she recounted it to one of the 
editors of the Bulletin. A remarkable lady, Miss Tufnell received an enthusiastic 
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EDITORIAL 

welcome from the whole archaeological community in Israel, spent a hectic week 
there, and returned as fresh as a daisy. To her go our greetings and good wishes. 

Finally our greetings must go too to Mr John Day of Auto Wrappers Sales Ltd. His 
patronage has made this issue of the Bulletin, like the last, financially possible and his 
enthusiasm spurs us to enlarge our horizons. We offer him oui most sincere thanks 
for his encouragement, and participation in the aims, aspirations and projects of the 
Society. 

Roberta L. Harris 
Jeremy Schonfield 

(Editors) 
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The archaeological year in Israel 

FANNY V I T I O  

Formerly Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums 

Despite the difficulties implicit in the economic and political situation, the year 1983 
has proved to be one of intense archaeological activity. During the summer months a 
large number of projects, both new and continuing, ranging from the prehistoric 
through to the medieval, have been conducted throughout the country by Israeli and 
foreign archaeological institutions. 

Among the prehistoric sites excavated this year are an open-air site in the Golan 
Heights-at Biq'at Quneitra, with remains of the Mousterian (Middle Palaeolithic)-
and another in the northern Negev desert - at Shiqmim, a village dating from the 
Chalcolithic period (fourth millennium BCE).

One of the main aims of the Institute of Archaeology of the Ben-Gurion 
University of the Negev is the survey and excavation of the Negev, this year focusing 
on the region known as the 'Land of Gerar', in the northwest. Here excavations are 
being conducted at Tel Haror, and at a nearby Chalcolithic site. Various institutions 
are excavating other Negev sites. At Tel Halif, a city well-fortified in the Early 
Bronze Age as well as during the Egyptian New Kingdom and the Israelite period, 
the Lahav Research Project is conducting archaeological and anthropological 
investigations and has identified occupation remains dating from the Chalcolithic to 
modern times. At Khurvat Uza, a tel near Arad, an Iron Age 11 stratum and some 
Hellenistic and Roman remains have been found. Tel el-Hesi, a large tel situated on 
the ancient strategic way between Ashdod and Beersheva, was occupied and fortified 
from the Early Bronze Age until its final destruction in the Hellenistic period. 
Moving north, excavations at Tel Lachish continue to reveal the fortifications of the 
Late Bronze and Iron Age city. Tel Batash - identified as Timnah, one of the major 
Philistine cities and located on the border between Israel and the Philistine territory 
of the Biblical period - fell to the Israelites under David in the 1 Oth century BCE, was 
captured by the Assyrians at the end of the 8th century but was occupied, as 
excavation is showing, continuously until the Persian period. The tel and the caves of 
Khirbet Eqed and the ruins of Emmaus, two sites situated in the Judaean foothills, 
have been found to date from the Second Temple period to the time of Bar Kochba. 
Work also continues at Tel Yarmuth, near Beth Shemesh, an extensive settlement 
dating from the Early Bronze Age II-III, and at Shiloh, icientified as Biblical Shiloh 
(an Israelite encampment), located north of Jerusalem, with remains from the 
Middle and Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age periods. 

In Jerusalem the City o f  David, located south of the Old City walls, continues to 
yield remains dating from between the Bronze Age and the Roman era. 
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THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL YEAR IN ISRAEL 

Two excavations are taking place in the area of Petah Tikva: Aphek-Antipatris, 
with important remains of the Early and Middle Bronze Age and of the Roman 
period and Khirbet Ziqrin, on the site of a Roman-Byzantine village, with later 
remains of the Arab and Turkish periods. 

Investigations of sites along the Mediterranean coast include: Tel Qatif-which is 
the southernmost of all - a site of the Chalcolithic and Persian periods; Tel Qasile -
within the grounds of the Ha'aretz Museum in Ramat Aviv - which was apparently a 
harbour and Philistine cultic centre; and Tel Gerisa, a large site with remains from the 
Middle and Late Bronze Age, Philistine and Iron Age periods. Within the 
framework of the Hefer Valley Archaeological Research Project, the excavation and 
survey of sites along the Alexander River in the Hefer Valley near the Mediterra-
nean coast continued this year, concentrating on Tel lfshar and Michmoret, which 
yielded remains dating from the Early Bronze Age through to the Byzantine period. 
At Caesarea Maritima two excavations are revealing the remains of this major port 
city dating from the Hellenistic period through to the Early Islamic period, and an 
underwater dig, directed by the Centre for Maritime Studies of Haifa University, is 
uncovering the now submerged facilities of the harbour while another expedition is 
continuing the clearance of its surface remains. North of Caesarea, the large coastal 
sites of Tel Dor, with remains of the Hellenistic, Persian and Iron Age, and Tel Akko, 
with its remains dating from the Middle Bronze Age through to the Hellenistic 
period, are being examined. 

Sites are also being excavated in the western Jezreel Valley: Tel Yoqne'am with 
Iron Age and Hellenistic remains and Tel Qashish, a Middle and Late Bronze Age 
settlement. 

In Galilee an expedition is trying to uncover the early stages of the 'fortress' of 
Tsipori, while several excavations are taking place around the Sea of Galilee: Tel 
Yin'am, a site with remains of the Late Bronze Age II and Iron Age I, and Tel 
el-Oreme, on the northwestern coast of the lake, a site with remains of the Early and 
Late Bronze Age and Iron Age II periods. 

These projects and others are expected to continue in the coming year. 
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The Israel Department of Antiquities and 
Museums 
FANNY VITIO 

Formerly Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums 

All excavations and surveys, whether conducted by Israeli or foreign institutions, are 
licensed by and proceed under the supervision of the Department of Antiquities and 
Museums, the branch of the Ministry of Education and Culture responsible for 
antiquities and ancient sites. In addition to its licensing and supervisory authority, 
the Department of Antiquities maintains an independent staff of Field Archaeo-
logists, District Archaeologists and Area Supervisors, including an underwater 
specialist, who scrutinize all applications to develop or build on sites liable to contain 
ancient remains, and keep abreast of unexpected discoveries and illegal working of 
sites. When necessary, rescue excavations are organized. These are usually limited to 
soundings, but may become major projects carried out either by the staff of the 
Department of Antiquities or as joint projects with outside archaeologists or 
institutions. 

Among excavations and surveys carried out by the Department of Antiquities 
during the first half of 1983 we might mention Korazin, the site of a Talmudic period 
city, northwest of the Kinnereth, where the clearance of the synagogue and 
surrounding settlement is being completed; Yftah El, where an entire settlement of 
the Early Bronze la period has been uncovered with several complete oval houses; 
Ein Yael in the Rephaim Valley (Jerusalem), with its ancient agricultural terraces, 
settlements and installations (plans are being devised for the reconstruction of the 
site and the development of an open-air museum and field laboratory for the 
research of ancient agricultural systems; Nahal Hemar in the Negev, a site of the 
Aceramic Neolithic which has yielded life-sized painted limestone masks as well as 
marvellously preserved organic material, including cloth, wickerwork, ropes, seeds, 
fruits, bone and horn artifacts; Beth Shean, where private houses as well as sections of 
the paved Roman road and of the surrounding wall were found; Nir David - tombs 
from the Middle Bronze I Age; Hammath Tiberias - extensive Byzantine and Early 
Arab remains; the synagogue of Katzrin in the Golan Heights; the Crusader Church 
near the Dormition Abbey in Jerusalem; Shivta - the Nabatean and Byzantine town 
of the Negev; Nahal Akrav - an Iron Age fortress in the Negev desert; H. Shura - t h e  
synagogue; as well as various excavations, soundings and surveys in Haifa, Tel 
Kashiun, Kfar Saba, Banyas, Hatseva, Kfar Hanagid and Yesod Hamaala. The 
major project of the Archaeological Officer of Judaea and Samaria is the continuing 
excavation and development of the extensive Byzantine monastic complex at 
Murassas. 
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THE ISRAEL DEPARTMENT OF ANTIQUITIES AND MUSEUMS 

Another integral function of the Department of Antiquities is the conducting of a 
total Archaeological Survey of Israel - the methodical exploration and mapping of all 
archaeological sites in the country. For this purpose the area has been divided into a 
grid of 344 squares of 100 km2 each. Teams proceed from square to square, and all 
ancient surface remains and sites are recorded and documented with site descrip-
tions, plans or sketches and photographs. Samples of pottery and artifacts are 
collected. Several squares have already been completed, mainly, in recent years, in 
the Negev desert. 

Within the framework of its field activities, the Department of Antiquities 
employs on its staff surveyors, restorers, conservationists, photographers, 
draughtsmen and other specialists for the processing, recording, storage and 
ultimately publication of its excavations and surveys. It also maintains a section 
responsible for the preservation and restoration of archaeological sites and remains, 
carried out either by the Department of Antiquities itself or under its supervision. An 
example of such a project is the current reconstruction of the synagogue and the 
settlement of Korazin, to be included in the National Parks system. 

The Department of Antiquities also controls the numerous archaeological 
museums scattered throughout the country in cities, towns and kibbutzim, and 
supplies the material for their exhibits. It is also the duty of the Department to 
regulate the licensing of antiquities dealers and to supervise their trade. 

The Department of Antiquities houses the Archives, established at the beginning 
of the British Mandate period and continued since then by the Department. This 
section is now being totally reorganized with the introduction of a data base system 
designed to manage information on declared official sites. It will eventually be 
expanded to include all excavated and surveyed sites, with access to the pertinent 
data for each - photographs, plans, artifacts, etc. 

The Department Publications section issues summary accounts of all excavations, 
surveys and discoveries made in Israel in its Quarterly Newsletter, Hadashot 
Arkheologiyot, and produces its own journal 'Atiqot, in both a Hebrew and an 
English series. Last year, Ashdod IV - the excavation of the fortifications of the 
Lower City - appeared in the English Series, while a collection of twenty-three 
reports on tombs from the Bronze Age and First and Second Temple periods was 
published in the Hebrew Series. Finally, the library, founded under the British 
Mandate and still housed in the Rockefeller Museum, contains some 60,000 books-
with a yearly acquisition of c. 500 new books and 150 periodicals by subscription, as 
well as microfiche and microfilm facilities, and serves the archaeological community 
as well as the interested public. 
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Miss Olga Tufnell in Lachish 

In July of this year Miss Olga Tufnell revisited Lachish after an absence of forty-five 
years, to be feted by the archaeologists of Israel and other countries at a reception 
held in her honour. She was invited to Israel by Professor David Ussishkin of Tel 
Aviv University, at present excavating at Lachish, and the meeting was held in the 
tented expedition camp at the foot of the ancient city mound. About 250 people were 
invited to meet Miss Tufnell, and an excellent buffet supper was laid on among the 
trees of the eucalyptus grove in which the camp is set. Miss Tufnell, delighted with the 
arrangements, particularly noticed the effect of the lights twinkling among the trees as 
the evening darkened, and the cool breeze scented with eucalyptus after the heat of 
the day. Professor Benjamin Mazar presided, and the list of distinguished guests who 
came to honour Miss Tufnell - many to renew old friendships with her - is far too long 
to detail here. Sufficient to say that everyone in the archaeological community who 
could be there, came, including Professor Yadin, the Dothans, the Tadmors, Pere 
Benoit and many others, as well as the staff, students and volunteers of the dig itself. 

Miss Tufnell spent a week in Israel, dividing her time between Jerusalem and 
Ashkelon, whence she was driven to Lachish each day to visit the site and to review 
the latest discoveries with Professor Ussishkin and his staff. She especially enjoyed 
inspecting the Palace/Fort right at the top of the mound, the scene of many of the 
Wellcome-Marston discoveries, and she admired the innovative use of large plastic 
shades to protect the diggers from the sun while working, especially in the deep 
section-cuts which traverse the fortification systems. She had not visited the site since 
1938, after the tragic murder of John Starkey, the leader of the Wellcome-Marston 
Expedition, while on his way from Lachish to Jerusalem for the opening of the 
Archaeological Museum in January. Miss Tufnell and other members of the team 
remained in the camp until April of that year, recording data and packing up. She 
spent the next twenty years meticulously publishing the results of the dig in four 
volumes, which have been hailed as a model of archaeological publishing. 

She had not, in fact, visited Israel again until about 1972. Her recent visit revealed 
many changes, some good, some not so welcome; the landscape around Lachish -
eroded rocks and patchy fields in the 1930s - now consists of reafforested hills and 
replanted vines (a renewal of the Biblical landscape shown us by Sennacherib's 
artists in the Lachish Reliefs from Nineveh). But this change for the better is 
countered by the disappearance of the local Arab village to the north of the tel where 
the Wellcome-Marston Expedition recruited many hands to help with the work of 
excavation. 
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MISS OLGA TUFNELL IN LACHISH 

Miss Tufnell, escorted by Benny Sass of the Israel Department of Antiquities, 
realized a long-standing ambition to visit Tell el-I:Jesi, now the object of an American 
excavation led by Professor Larry Toombs, where she saw the sections dug long ago 
by Bliss and Petrie, and also went to Aphek-Antipatris where she met the Director, 
Professor Kochabi, and examined the site. She went on a tour of Jerusalem by car, and 
Benny Sass organized a party at which she met many of Israel's rising young 
archaeologists. She also found time to visit the Israel Museum's magnificent 
archaeological wing and attend a dinner at the British School of Archaeology in 
Jerusalem to which the Director and his wife, John and Alix Wilkinson, invited many 
of Miss Tufnell's old friends and colleagues: English, French, American, Palestinian 
and Israeli. She saw Jerusalem by night from the United Nations building on the Hill 
of Evil Counsel, which provides a stunning view of the city - and still had time for 
luncheons and teas with friends of many nationalities, as well as shopping for gifts. 

As a final note, on her return home to England Miss Tufnell says that she not only 
enjoyed her visit immensely, but that she was 'not at all tired' by her busy week! 
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Grants given by the Society 
There follow reports on how grants given by the Society have been spent. It is one o f  the 
aims o f  the Society to help members participate in archaeological work in Israel. These 

summaries show that the experience can be both enjoyable and worthwhile. 

Jerusalem - the City of David 
GRAHAM CANNON 

Manchester University 

Dr Yigal Shiloh, the Director of the City of David dig, naturally reserves the right to 
publish the results of his own work, so this report must necessarily confine itself to 
details of the organization of the dig and to my own role in it. 

The fifth season of excavations, in 1982, was concerned in my area with Iron Age 
II levels, dating approximately to 800-587/6 BCE, and we soon became familiar with 
the highly distinctive red burnished ware of these Israelite II horizons. During the 
second half of the season I was supervising an area immediately behind the Iron 
Age city wall, working mainly on the foundation levels of an associated tower and on 
a fairly well-defined Hellenistic destruction level. Earlier on I had excavated the 
remaining portions of a structure thought to be a 'Columbarium', first seen last 
season. This would have been used for pigeon keeping, and the niches in which the 
birds nested can be clearly seen. I am at present working in Manchester on material 
from this feature, and they promise interesting final results. 

I originally joined the dig as a volunteer, but after two weeks I 'floated' to the 
position of Assistant Area Supervisor, along with other archaeology students from 
Harvard, Yale, Berkeley, the Sorbonne, Toronto and Oxford. Senior staff members 
were mostly postgraduate students from the Hebrew University. My working day 
began at 6 am with a discussion of aims for the day with the senior Area Supervisor, 
and field work started at 6.30 am. Between then and 12.30 pm there was little time 
to breathe, except for the half-hour 'juice break' at 10 am. My task was to see that 
work was maintained at a steady pace and that the features were properly excavated 
and related to each other. Finds had to be registered and stratigraphy closely 
observed. The afternoons were spent examining the previous day's pottery and 
working up site notebooks and locus sheets. Surveying and photography were also 
part of the afternoon tasks. The season was hectic but enjoyable, and I thank the 
Anglo-Israel Archaeological Society for enabling me to take part in it. I should also 
like to thank the British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem, its Director and his 
wife, for their hospitality, help and encouragement while I was in Jerusalem. 
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Mezad Aluf 3, Shiqmim 

CHRISTOPHER GOSDEN 

Sheffield University 

I am most grateful to the Anglo-Israel Archaeological Society for awarding me a 
grant making it possible for me to take part in the excavations at the Chalcolithic 
cemetery of Shiqmim in the northern Negev. The dig was directed by D. Alon and 
T. E. Levy, under the auspices of the Department of Antiquities. This season was a 
continuation of previous seasons of investigation of the large Chalcolithic settlement 
(5th millennium BCE) and its connected cemeteries, which provide the first evidence 
for burials of the period in the northern Negev. These have been sought for over fifty 
years. This particular cemetery at Mezad Aluf 3 is sited on a chalk ridge above Wadi 
Be'er Sheva. It is part of a string of burial grounds which stretch for at least 500 m 
along the ridge.' It was cleared over an area of 700 sq. m, and a total of 25 graves 
were discovered. 

In addition to the round grave-circles, of chalk and flint set on the surface, a type 
which had also been excavated in previous seasons, a second category was 
discovered. This was a cist grave sunk into the ground, sometimes to a depth of 
almost a metre, and lined with chalk blocks and rounded limestone cobbles brought 
up from the wadi bed. Similar graves had been found to the east at Theleilat Ghassul, 
but the form was previously unknown in this area. The graves are generally oval at 
the surface with slightly battered walls and usually with flat bottoms. In the excavated 
area twelve of these cist graves were found, and thirteen circular graves. 

Most of the circular graves had been robbed prior to excavation, so a few fragments 
of human bone and some artifacts around the edges of the graves were all that 
remained. The cist graves, below ground, had not been disturbed by robbers. Most 
contained Y-shaped bowls and some other finds, for example the fine fan-scraper 
from Grave 35 and the shell pendant with herring-bone decoration from Grave 37. 
The find of a cowrie shell presumably indicates trade with settlements along the 
Mediterranean coast. Surprisingly no trace of human bone fragments was found in 
the cist graves, despite sieving. There may, therefore, have been a difference in burial 
rites between the users of grave circles and those of cist tombs, or the latter may have 
been cenotaphs only. 

Also of interest was the orientation of the graves. For instance Graves 34/35/39 
were all oriented in the same direction, which may indicate contemporaneity. This 

' Alan D. Levy T., ' A  preliminary note on the Chalcolithic cemeteries at Shiqmim, Northern Negev, 
Israel', Mirekufat Ha'even 16. 
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MEZAD ALUF 3, SHIQMIM 

may be significant given that the Chalcolithic period lasted approximately 1000 
years. It is important to discover how much the variations between graves are due to 
differences in date or whether they are attributable to social position, wealth or 
burial rites. It is hoped to continue this work in future seasons. 
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Tel Akko (Giv'at Napoleon) 

MELVYN D. CARD 

North East London Polytechnic 

1 spent a pleasant six-week season at Akko, four weeks in the field and two at Haifa 
University. My main responsibility was the day-to-day surveying of the excavated 
areas, mainly taking levels and drawing plans for area supervisors. Apart from this, I 
continued work on an ambitious project that I had begun in the previous season, 
drawing the profile of the tel at several points. This year I took a resistivity meter, to 
discover if it would locate buried features in a dry climate, and was pleased to find 
that it would. The last fortnight of the season I moved back to Haifa University and 
began drawing the season's finds, which ranged from scarabs to figurines. In many 
ways I find this more interesting than work on the tel, as I see and handle many of the 
objects found, and gain a better overview of the site and season's results. 

This was the eighth season at Tel Akko, during which work continued on the 
fortifications in Area A/B. These take the form of a glacis, which, it was discovered 
this season, originated in the MB2A period (i.e. MBl from c. 2000/1950 BCE) and 
has four rather than the three construction phases originally recognized. The 
evidence for this was a huge mud-brick wall, 2.5 m thick and 4 m high, and so far 
uncovered for a distance of 20 m. The whole wall was plastered on the outside and 
includes a stone staircase of some eighteen treads built against the wall itself. The 
bottom of the staircase leads to a plastered floor, possibly that of a forecourt, and the 
top to another plastered floor perhaps leading to the entrance to a large building, 
whose dimensions suggest that it was for public use. 

Below this was a stone wall (thought at first to be only the foundations of the wall 
above) which was extremely large, the lower stones ( or boulders) being in some cases 
3 m long by 0.75 m high. This wall is now thought to have been built separately, as a 
first form of defence at the very beginning of MB2A. Possibly only fifty or a hundred 
years later the mud-brick wall was built after the glacis was raised to the existing top 
of the wall. 

In Area H work continued on the glacis, further down the tel slope towards the 
west. At this point the glacis is some 20 m thick. An unusual find was a tholos ( or 
beehive) tomb of the Late Bronze Age, complete with skeletal remains and offerings. 

Work also continued in Area K, where many Persian buildings were found and 
Late Bronze Age levels were reached for the first time. Finds include pottery, 
figurines and coins, and in particular, sherds of a beautiful ware of the Iron Age, of 
unknown origin and so far without parallels. 

It was an altogether rewarding season for which I have the Society to thank for 
making my participation in it possible. 
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Biq'at Quneitra and Tel Akko 

ALICE MEIJER 

North East London Polytechnic 

After working at Tel Akko (for the season's results see the previous report by 
Melvyn Card) I went to the Golan to join Dr Na'ama Goren of the Hebrew 
University at the Middle Palaeolithic site of Biq'at Quneitra. We had been told, with 
some understatement, that the site location was a little problematical since it was 
'near' the Syrian border. It was in fact in no-man's land, about 100 yards from the 
Syrian fence. 

We might have been expected to be left alone with nature, but this was not the 
case. We were visited daily by sightseers - Israeli and UN border patrols never failed 
to stop to see the latest progress, or, in the case of the Israeli soldiers, to make us 
Turkish coffee. 

We had some idea of what we were going to discover, since the surface finds so far 
had indicated a so-called Mousterian flint assemblage. Since recent research has 
indicated that both Homo sapiens neanderthalensis and Homo sapiens sapiens were 
responsible for Mousterian lithic assemblages, it would have been a bonus to have 
found huma&remains, but the probability was very low indeed. 

In Israel the Mousterian is always associated with the Levallois technique. By the 
time this culture appeared most of the bigger mammals had disappeared, and 
gazelles, fallow deer, horse, wild cattle and wild pig were the available game. 

After three days of clearing about 1 m of topsoil, we saw large stones and a liberal 
scatter of flints take shape under the careful application of dental tools. The deposits 
had the consistency of reinforced concrete, rather like the breccia deposits in 
southern France. 

Unfortunately I had to leave halfway through the excavation and did not see the 
extension of the trench we had opened. Dr Goren informs me that the site has proved 
as rich as expected. A quantity of bones have been found in a very good state of 
preservation, that are at present being analysed. Dates are not yet available, but are 
expected to be in the range of 80,000--40,000 be. 
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Golan Byzantine Expedition 

JEREMY SCHONFIELD 

Staff Member, Golan Byzantine Expedition 

The Society's grant enabled Jeremy Schonfield to take part in the Golan Byzantine 
Expedition directed by Dr Claudine Dauphin for two weeks in October 1982, and in 
January 1983 to outline a report on the season's findings, which runs, now it is 
complete, to some 40,000 words. 

The team conducted a preliminary survey of Er-Ramthaniyye, an early settlement 
of more than 100 structures on the slopes of a small volcanic plug dominating the 
Golan plateau. It also carried out a survey of Khushniyye, a walled city on a larger 
volcanic plug a mile to the south; and completed a comprehensive analysis of Farj, an 
ancient settlement at the foot of a small volcanic plug two miles further south. The 
three sites form a chain, each hill visible from the other, perpendicular to a branch of 
the Via Maris, the road linking Mesopotamia with Egypt from earliest times. All 
seem to contain evidence of early Jewish and Christian occupation, while Farj has 
also the remains of a Judaeo-Christian community. 

Farj also illustrates a previously unexplained description in rabbinic literature of a 
city 'whose roofs are its walls' (Tosephta,Arakhin V 12), since from the east one sees 
only the tops of the back walls of houses excavated into west-facing slopes, side by 
side, rising only 1 m or so above ground level. From the other side, the fa<;ades of 
houses survive to an impressive 6 m. 

Many other such references are illuminated by the currently neglected and 
endangered ancient sites of the Golan, which the Expedition aims to record in their 
entirety. 
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Summaries of 
lectures given in 1982-3 

About the lecturers 
Claudine Dauphin studied and received a doctorate at Edinburgh University. She has 
worked at Nahariyah, Shelomi, Dor and in the Golan Heights, and specializes in the 
Byzantine period. 

Claire Epstein is a member of the staff of the Israel Department of Antiquities. A 
member of Kibbutz Ginnosar, she studied under Kathleen Kenyon and has for many 
years been engaged in research and field-work in the Golan. 

Amos Kloner is a member of the Israel Department of Antiquities and is Inspector of 
Antiquities for the Jerusalem region. He is the recognized authority on Jerusalem 
burial customs of the Second Temple period. 

Ze'ev Meshel is Senior Lecturer in the Department of Archaeology at Tel Aviv 
University. He wrote his PhD thesis on the Negev, and during the past fifteen years 
has mainly worked and researched in the Sinai. 

Eric and Carol Meyers are respectively Professor and Associate Professor of 
Religion at Duke University and Director and Assistant Director of the Meiron 
Excavation Project. In addition, Eric Meyers is a past Director of the Albright 
Institute of Archaeological Research in Jerusalem and is now the Editor of Biblical 
Archaeologist. 

Eliezer Oren is Professor of Archaeology at the Ben-Gurion University of the Negev. 
Having studied at the universities of Philadelphia and London, he has conducted 
surveys and excavations especially in northern Sinai and the Negev. 

Beno Rothenberg is the Director of the Institute of Mining and Metals in the Biblical 
World, and is also Director of the Institute for Archaeo-Metallurgical Studies, under 
the aegis of London University. 

Ze'ev Yeivin is Deputy Director of the Israel Department of Antiquities, and a 
founder and current chairman of the Archaeological Survey of Israel. The excavator 
of Korazin and many other ancient synagogue sites, he is a recognized authority on 
the archaeological analysis of ancient rabbinic sources. 
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Ancient military roads between Egypt 
and Cana'an 

ELIEZER OREN 

Ben-Gurion University of the Negev 

The Ben-Gurion University of the Negev has recently completed ten years of work 
surveying the inhospitable sand-dune and coastal region of northern Sinai (see plan on 
right). An archaeological desert in 1972, by 1982 it was very much 'on the map', and 
a surprising number of sites ranging from the Palaeolithic to the Islamic periods had 
been located, representing nearly all the interim periods- a total of nearly 1200 sites. 
Much light has been thrown on the nature of the area as a land bridge between 
Cana'an and Egypt in terms of their political, cultural and commercial relationship at 
many periods, although here we are concerned mostly with a review of the 
pre-Classical era. 

The northern Sinai route was heavily travelled throughout antiquity, and in fact 
was the only possible north-south road for military traffic: the Survey covered some 
240 km along the coast between Suez and Gaza, reaching inland to a distance of an 
average of 10 km. This area is divided into three sections - firstly the sea of sand 
which covers much of northern Sinai with dunes up to 80 m high, covering many sites 
as they shift across the desert. Secondly the brackish Lake Bardawil, separated from 
the Mediterranean by a sand bar; this area is still thought by some scholars to be a 
possible route for the Exodus, although the work of the Survey at sites identified as 
Migdal and Ba'al Zephon has not revealed any material earlier than the Persian 
period. Even at the latter site (Mons Casius), located on the sand bar north of Lake 
Bardawil, trial digs down to virgin soil did not locate any material earlier than the 5th 
century BCE. The excavator is thus hesitant to say that the route of the Exodus could 
have passed through the northern Sinai coastal route. The third area is the eastern 
part of the Nile Delta, where the Pelusiac branch of the river was heavily used for 
irrigation and maritime traffic until it dried up in the early Islamic period. This area, 
now covered with salt, sand and seashells as a result of periodic Mediterranean 
flooding, is reputed to have had the densest Asiatic population in Egypt. The earliest 
sites in this region belong to the Egyptian Middle Kingdom. A team of geologists 
from the Geological Survey has traced the course of the Pelusiac arm of the Nile, and, 
at the same time, that of a man made canal which is possibly the Biblical Shihor or the 
'Waters of Horns'. 

Northern Sinai itself is rich in sites from the 4th millennium BCE onwards. In the 
region between the Suez Canal and Rafa more than 100 sites of the Archaic period 
have been found, many partly eroded or buried under dunes. These show a denser 
population than had been realized until now, and since they contain a mixture of 
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ELIEZER OREN 

Archaic (First Dynasty) Egyptian pottery and Cana'anite wares of EBI-II, a two-way 
traffic is indicated in the early 3rd millennium BCE. The excavator believes that 
Archaic Egypt probably controlled much of southern Cana'an at this time, noting 
that this view is corroborated by archaeologists working in that area, and the scene on 
the Narmer palette, interpreted by many as showing the king smiting the bedouin of 
Sinai and the settled 'Asiatics' of Cana'an. He further thinks that the reason for this 
Egyptian conquest was in part for political purposes, and in part due to their special 
interest in the thriving copper industry in Cana'an. This is borne out by the presence 
of raw copper and worked copper artifacts, some of them of Egyptian type, on many 
of the Sinai sites. The source of copper at this period is still unknown, and is a topic of 
much debate. 

By the New Kingdom, northern Sinai was no longer an area of scattered and 
possibly temporary sites as it had been previously, but was systematically settled by 
the Pharaohs of the empire. Fortresses were built which continued in use to the end 
of the New Kingdom, and the latest material dates to the 12th century BCE -well into 
the Iron Age. It was now an important link between Egypt and the Fertile Crescent, 
as can be seen in the records of Seti I ( the second king of the 19th Dynasty) in his 
monuments in the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak, which depict a map of northern Sinai 
showing the 'Ways of Horus' between the eastern Delta and Gaza, and describe his 
first campaign and the conquest of Sinai. Desert fortresses with trees growing around 
them appear in the reliefs, possibly showing that the Egyptians had gained close 
control of northern Sinai by establishing fortified caravanserais at intervals to 
provide the army, merchants and travellers with water, resting places and changes of 
horse. A well-guarded highway with good facilities was in existence during the New 
Kingdom, as is indicated by the campaign of Tuthmosis III, the great empire builder 
of the 15th century BCE, when the king took nine days to travel the road between Suez 
and Gaza. His army must have averaged about 25 km a day - an excellent record 
across this desert, and only possible over a well-kept and well-policed route. No 
traces of actual roadbeds have been found, but the excavator has hypothesized that 
the ancient 'road' was like those of today's bedouin, dirt tracks of compacted clay laid 
over a skeleton of brushwood, which are capable of taking wagons and even modern 
vehicles. Such roads deteriorate very quickly without upkeep, so it is hardly 
surprising that no ancient examples can be found. This, then, may be the real nature 
of the Egyptian 'Military Highway'. 

In 1920 Sir Alan Gardiner published a paper entitled 'The Ancient Military Road 
between Egypt and Palestine' in the Journal o f  Egyptian Archaeology (volume 6). 
He analysed the literature and attempted to identify various fortresses with the 
known sites, but could find none with New Kingdom artifacts. By contrast the recent 
Survey has identified over eighty New Kingdom sites in the northern Sinai whose 
locations reveal the route of the military highway, which is probably that described in 
Pap. Anastasi I, generally ascribed to the time of Ramesses II. These sites are rich in 
Egyptian, Cana'anite and imported Cypriot and Mycenaean material. Egyptian 
scarabs and seal impressions bear cartouches ranging in time between Tuthmosis III 
and Ramesses III - approximately 300 years. The sites fall into three categories -
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fortresses with military architecture; administrative (i.e. royal) buildings, mainly 
with storage facilities; and water installations for irrigation etc. 

Typical of the military type is the mud-brick fortress explored at Haruvit, near 
el-Arish. It is preserved to a height of 1 m and is approximately 50 m by 50 m in size. 
It is entered by a paved gateway that has a central drainage channel and is flanked by 
gatetowers. The outer wall, some 4 m thick, surrounds an approximately square 
open area, which itself is surrounded by rooms. Both the size of the bricks and the 
bonding pattern of the walls, as well as the paving of the floors, testify to the Egyptian 
nature of the structure, as do the finds, including Egyptian and local pottery with 
cartouches of the 19th and 20th Dynasties. One storage vessel bearing the cartouche 
of Seti II is similar to one found by Petrie at southern Tel Farah, tending to 
substantiate the theory, once dismissed by experts, that this 19th Dynasty Pharaoh 
controlled southern Palestine. From this same fort, burials of men, women and 
children are taken by the excavator to indicate a garrison of local people, serving the 
travellers and under the control of Egyptian officers. Analysis of the skeletal material 
seems to confirm this, so that the installation, while primarily of a military nature, 
was also a settlement of the native bedouin population. 

A good example of an administrative or storage facility is provided by a site near 
the Wadi el-Arish, virtually on the Mediterranean shore. The extent of the site is not 
defined, since much of it is covered by a dune some 25 m high, but it must have been 
very large: luckily the heart of the complex is preserved, consisting of a series of 
courtyards, magazines and smaller rooms, many of which were paved with mud 
brick. An industrial quarter is also preserved, and provided the Survey team with 
what they believe to be the first find of a New Kingdom potter's workshop, complete 
with two circular double-chamber kilns - a unique installation (see next page). All 
the wares are Egyptian in shape and some bear cartouches. This establishment 
apparently provided pottery for the surrounding area during the Egyptian admini-
stration. The dating of the site to the Amarna period is confirmed by material found 
beneath mud-brick walls which had collapsed, sealing all the artifacts below. 

Water installations for irrigation and drinking supply have been identified at Bir 
el-' Abd, midway between the Canal and Gaza. Also at this site the Survey team 
found a well-preserved granary, which consisted of four cylindrical silos, one of 
which had its mud-brick dome still partially standing. The silos had plastered walls 
and were paved with floors of mud brick. One contained traces of a white organic 
substance which proved on analysis to be remains of Palestinian barley. The 
approximate capacity of the Bir el-' Abd silo is 40 tons. The installation dates to the 
14th century BCE, on the basis of Egyptian and Mycenaean objects. A great deal of 
Mycenaean and Cypriot material was found during the Survey, which suggests the 
important commercial role played by northern Sinai during the Late Bronze Age. 

In 525 BCE the Persian King Cambyses took his army through the Levant to Egypt 
via the northern part of Sinai. When Egypt became part of the vast Persian empire, 
northern Sinai was transformed into an urban area. Hellenistic and Roman literature 
tells of harbour cities along the Mediterranean coast of Sinai and of a coastal highway 
running to the north of Lake Bardawil, replacing the ancient more southerly route, 
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which was primarily of a military nature. The findings of the Survey indicate that this 
period marks the first large-scale arrival of Greek settlers, as traders or mercenary 
soldiers: one huge fortress appears to have been manned by both Jewish and Greek 
troops. The Greeks were perhaps the nucleus of these northern Sinai cities of the 
Persian period and later; it is noteworthy that the cities all bear Greek names, such as 
Pelusium, Ostracina and Rhinocorura. Northern Sinai had once again become a vital 
link between Egypt, the Near East and now Classical Greece, a situation amply 
demonstrated by the finds, which show a mixture of provenances, including Egyptian 
objects, Persian cylinder seals and Greek figured wares. 

From a later date, Ostracina is one of the cities which provide a picture of early 
Christian life in Sinai, in the form of churches (some excavated earlier this century) 
and a Greek-style agora at the heart of the town. Other such centres existed, and 
there is evidence for settlements ranging from the Nabataean to the Byzantine 
periods, most of which perished in the wake of the Arab conquest in the 7th century 
CE. There are a few traces of sites of the very early Islamic period, but these were 
soon abandoned, and the whole of northern Sinai very quickly faded back to desert. 

A double-chamber kiln of the New Kingdom period found near the Wadi el-Arish. 
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On the Pilgrim's Way to the Holy City 

CLAUDINE DAUPHIN 

Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums 
Somerville College, Oxford 

Just as Jews considered Jerusalem the centre of the world, so too for Christians it 
occupied a very special place. It was the site of the culmination of Christ's ministry on 
earth and of the birth of the Church. As early as the beginning of the 4th century, 
Christian pilgrims were assembling from all over the world to visit the 'Upper Room' 
on Mount Zion, the traditional site of the Last Supper; the Pools of Bethesda and 
Siloam which figure in New Testament narratives; the rock on the Mount of Olives 
where Christ had ascended to heaven and which bore his footprints; and, close by, 
the grotto where he taught his disciples. 

When the Roman Emperor Constantjne defeated his rival Maxentius at the 
Milvian Bridge on 28 October 312, he attributed his victory to the intervention of the 
God of the Christians, and this spurred him into adopting Christianity as the official 
religion of the Roman Empire. With the sudden change from proscribed cult to state 
religion, the status of Palestine also moved from being a provincial backwater to the 
Holy Land, the centre of worship, economically pampered by the emperors. 
Constantine had Aelia Capitolina razed to the ground, and built the Christian 
Jerusalem, to which pilgrims flocked from all over the Empire to worship at the holy 
places1 adorned with imported marbles, precious stones, gold and silver- at the Holy 
Sepulchre, the Eleona Church on the Mount of Olives, and the Church of the 
Nativity in Bethlehem. But this bejewelled crown of the Holy Land was reached only 
after an arduous journey by land or sea. Pilgrims braved long delays, storms and 
shipwreck as they embarked on merchant ships plying to and fro between the West 
and Syro-Palestihe. Whether pilgrims travelled overland from the West to Constan-
tinople and then followed the 'Pilgrim's Road' across Asia Minor to Tarsus and 
Antioch in Cilicia, or approached the Holy Land from the port of Alexandria, in all 
cases, they travelled along the great coast road linking Antioch and Alexandria - the 
Via Maris. 

Standing on this road at Caesarea, Jerusalem lay only 73 Roman miles, or three 
days' journey, away, for on an average day the pilgrims travelled some 20--25 Roman 
miles. They changed mounts in mutationes (staging posts) and stayed overnight in 
mansiones (staging hostels), which consisted of large courtyards with facilities for 
feeding and stabling animals and for the accommodation of travellers. If the mansio 
1 Hunt, E. D. 1982. Holy Land pilgrimages in the later Roman Empire AD 312-460 (OUP). This 
represents the definitive interpretation of the textual sources concerning pilgrimages. 
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was full, the pilgrim had to join other travellers in the local inn (taverna). Mansiones 
and tavernae had a doubtful reputation and the clergy were forbidden by ecclesiasti-
cal canons to enter them. To cater for the needs of Christian travellers, hostels or 
xenodochia, supervised by members of the clergy and often associated with 
monasteries, soon sprang up in towns along the main pilgrim routes. By AD 437 the 
route between Constantinople and Jerusalem was well supplied with pandocheia, 
inns specifically for pilgrims. 

Nevertheless the route presented hardships, especially for pilgrims who had 
adopted an ascetic diet which undermined their strength to bear the deep snow in the 
winter in Anatolia and, in the summer, dry dusty conditions, followed by the intense 
humid heat of coastal Cilicia. Etheria, the abbess of a monastery in northwest Spain, 
travelled to the Holy Land in 381-4. She reached the summit of Mount Sinai on foot 
and climbed Mount Nebo on donkey and foot, sustained, she affirms in her diary, by 
her loco rum sane to rum desiderium, her yearning for the holy places. This desiderium, 
which led pilgrims up mountains and into the deserts, was a longing to see with one's 
own eyes the scenes of events which were so familiar from the scriptures. 

The 'travel-kit' of pilgrims included the Bible, and guide-books based on the 
Onomastikon, a descriptive list of sites in Palestine compiled by Bishop Eusebius of 
Caesarea, and translated from Greek into Latin around 390 by St Jerome. Bible and 
guide-books in hand, and often accompanied by guides, the pilgrims punctuated their 
approach to Jerusalem by visiting other holy sites. They worshipped at the shrines of 
local saints: Elias' grotto on Mount Carmel on the coastal road to Caesarea, and 
inland, Jacob's town of Sechem where Joseph was buried, and Sechar, the place of 
Jacob's well and of Christ's meeting with the Samaritan woman. One such locality for 
pilgrims to stay along the Via Maris on the way to Jerusalem was the episcopal 
basilica of Dora. 

It lies 30 km south of Haifa and 10 km north of Caesarea on the Mediterranean 
coast, a massive tel juts out into the Mediterranean Sea, the result of the 
accumulation of layers of human occupation since the 14th century BCE when Dor 
was one of the thirty-one fortified Canaanite cities conquered by Joshua. 2 In the 
Byzantine period, Dora was a border city between the provinces of Phoenicia and 
Palestina Prima, and was the capital of the archepiscopal see of Palestina Prima. Its 
population appears to have abandoned the summit of the tel, where there remained 
only a military outpost, and settled on its northeast slope and at its foot. This site was 
also chosen by Jewish colonists from Turkey and Russia to establish Kibbutz 
Nahsholim in 1948. 

In the course of preparing the area for the construction of new houses, ancient 
remains came to light. This called for a rescue excavation, conducted in February 
1952 by Dr J. Leibovitch on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and 
Museums. The semi-circular eastward-oriented apse of the central nave of a large 
basilica was cleared, as was part of the mosaic pavement of a northern aisle. Besides 

" On Dor prior to the Byzantine period, see Negev, A., Archaeological Encyclopaedia o f  the Holy Land, 
London (1972), art. 'Dor; Dora', p. 92; and Stern, E., 'Hellenistic Dor', Bulletin o f  the Anglo-Israel 
Archaeological Society (1982), pp. 17-20. 
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CLAUDINE DAUPHIN 

the impressive size of the building, one find in particular supported Leibovitch's 
assertion that this was the episcopal basilica of Byzantine Dora. An episcopal ivory 
sceptre lacking its handle, was discovered. It was shaped like a hand, the three middle 
fingers extended in a characteristic episcopal blessing symbolizing the Holy Trinity. 
One of the fingers bore an ivory ring. The excavations were discontinued after the 
illness and death of Leibovitch, and the site was abandoned. But the remains were 
sufficiently important for the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums to 
reinitiate the excavations of the Church at Dar. So far I have conducted two seasons 
of excavations, sponsored by the Israel Department of Antiquities and the Russell 
Trust, Scotland, in June and July 1979 and 1980. 

The Byzantine church complex covers an area of at least 1000 sq. m. The core 
of the structure (see plan, p. 27) seems to have consisted of a three-aisled 
basilica 25 m long and 14.50 m wide. The central nave, 7 m wide, terminating in the 
east in a semi-circular apse 3.20 m in external radius, was flanked by side-aisles, each 
3.25 m wide. Both the nave and the side-aisles were paved with mosaics of which 
only small patches have so far been found. 

Outside each side-aisle, there was an 'external aisle', 4. 75 m wide, along the entire 
length of the building. The external northern aisle (see right) was laterally 
subdivided into four zones. The first two of these are, from west to east: a room 
(5 mx3.50 m) with a plastered floor, giving access to a shallow plaster-lined 
rectangular baptismal piscina (3.50 mx2.50 m). The eastern and western edges 
consisted of two steps, each 12 cm high. This pair of zones was followed by two 
mosaic-paved rooms. The mosaic of Room 1 (6 mx4.97 m) was decorated by sixty 
red-ochre rose buds each enclosed in a dark-grey calyx on a white ground. At the 
eastern end of the field a fragmentary tabula ansata marked the central axis of the 
field. The pavement of Room 2 (4.60 mx5.75 m) had a pattern of irregular 
red-ochre octagons and grey/black, yellow-ochre and red-ochre squares and stepped 
lozenges on a white ground. To the east of this, a stone step probably gave access to 
an elevated area - a chancel or altar now destroyed. Marble screens encased it on its 
northern and southern faces. The mosaic floor of Room 2 extended eastwards on 
either side of the stone step. Its decorative motif repeated itself symmetrically on 
either side of the step. It consisted of a red-ochre circle, 1 m in diameter, enclosing 
five interlocking red-ochre circles, with five black petals in the centre. 

The external southern aisle was almost entirely destroyed by the construction of 
kibbutz houses. 

To the west, the church was preceded by an atrium paved with stone slabs. Its 
western limit and the western entrance of the complex have not yet been located. 
Along the east-west axis of the apse and occupying most of the width of the atrium, 
the floor-slabs covered the collapsed vault of a large cistern (7.4 mx 3.15 m x 3 m). 
Its plaster lining covered even its pavement of crude white tesserae. Three pairs of 
corbels protruded from the internal northern and southern faces of the cistern. Water 
entered through three plaster-lined channels which led from the wall south of the 
cistern, down which gutters probably directed water from the roof. A shaft was cut in 
the solid rock beside the cistern, 0.90 m in diameter and 3 m deep, plaster lined and 
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Dor: the Basilica. External northern aisle (Rooms land 2) seen from the west. The mosaic pavement has 
been penetrated by Early Arab graves (Photo Z. Radovan). 
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with seven footholds at 0.25 m intervals cut into its eastern and western sides. It was 
linked to the cistern by a doorway cut into the southern wall of the cistern. 

The hypothesis that the church had been erected in the 4th or early 5th century, on 
the basis of 3rd- and 4th-century coins found in the sandy fill supporting the church, 
was verified in the 1980 season by the discovery at the eastern end of Room 1 of a 
mosaic pavement with a geometric design (4.25 mx2.75 m), 0.38 m below the 
upper pavement. The design in red ochre and yellow ochre on a yellowish-white 
ground consisted of a trellis of squares. 

A terminus ante quern for the laying of the lower pavement was provided by a 
bronze tremessis of Emperor Constantius II (337-61), minted at Cyzicus, which was 
found on the pavement. The building of the first stage of the church must therefore 
be assigned at the earliest to the first half of the 4th century. The lower pavement of 
Room 1 was burnt at  its northern end, in a destruction which preceded the erection of 
the upper building. A higher mosaic pavement was laid in the external side-aisles, 
and a mosaic introduced in the aisles and nave. 

Outside the main building, 2 m north of the external northern aisle and orientated 
slightly further to the southeast, was the southern wall of a monumental building of 
Late Hellenistic or Roman date. It fell into disuse after its destruction by fire. Its slab 
floor was removed and reused by the Byzantine builders of the neighbouring basilica 
- hence the similarity between the slabs of the monumental building and those of the
northern wall of the basilica.

The basic layout of this basilica is unique in Israel: the only parallels being the 
church outside the city walls (EI-J:Io n) at El Bara and Church A at Dair  olaib, both 
of them in Syria. One aspect of the Dor basilica, however, appears to be unique. The 
location of the piscina next to the atrium is inside, not outside the ecclesiastical 
complex. This illustrates the recommendation by the Testamentum Domini Nastri 
Jesu Christi, a canonical law text of the second half of the 5th century, which laid 
down the rules concerning the plans of churches, that the baptistery should be 
connected with the atrium. The tripartite plan of the external northern aisle of the 
basilica at Dor corresponds to the first three stages of the baptismal liturgy as 
described in the mid-4th-century Mystagogical Cathecheses of St Cyril, Bishop of 
Jerusalem: the renunciation of Satan, the anointing and baptism by the bishop, and 
the celebration of the Eucharist. 

The external southern aisle of the basilica served a different purpose: it would have 
sheltered the sick who came to be healed by undergoing a period ofincubatio - a  time 
of prayer, fasting and deprivation of sleep. The practice of incubation held a 
prominent place in the rites of divine healing in ancient Greece, such as in the Temple 
of Asclepios, the God of Medicine, in his sanctuaries at Epidaurus and Pergamon. It 
was adopted by Christianity and is well attested by Saints' Lives. At Dor, the sick 
gathered round the remains of a saint, whose name is not known, but whose tomb was 
found in the eastern end of the southern aisle. The tomb was closed by five slabs. A 
small hole, 16--18 cm in diameter, lined with an earthenware pipe, had been cut in 
the centre of the tomb. Oil would have been poured into the tomb through this pipe 
in order to be sanctified by contact with the remains of the saint. The oil would then 
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have drained into a plaster-lined basin (2 m x 1.40 m) between the tomb and the 
northern wall of the southern aisle, and would then have been used for healing the 
sick. 

The Byzantine centuries were an age of relic hunting. It is no surprise therefore 
that pilgrims visited Dor, which could pride itself on possessing a memorial of 
Christ's death. In the 1952 excavations, a grey marble column was found: 0. 92 m 
above its base a three-line Greek inscription had been carved - 'A stone of the Holy 
Golgotha'. Beneath the inscription there was a hollow cross, which probably 
contained a fragment of the Golgotha, the rock of Calvary, enclosed in a 
cross-shaped metal reliquary, riveted into the column. Such a prized relic must have 
exercised tremendous magnetism over pilgrims travelling from the north along the 
Via Maris, or disembarking at the port of Dora. 

The final fate of the basilica of Dor is clearly imprinted on the remains. Dor was 
destroyed by fire, as evidenced by an ashy layer and collapsed material: lumps of wall 
plaster, tiles, marble fragments, shattered storage jars, glass window panes, glass 
chandeliers or polycandela, lie mixed with iron nails, door-latches and a fragmentary 
leadpolycandelon molten by fire. Unlike most destructions of Byzantine ecclesiasti-
cal sites in Palestine, this one can be dated neither to the Persian invasion of 613-14 
nor to the Moslem conquest in 636. At the Council of the Lateran in 649, Bishop 
Stephen of Dora was introduced to Pope Martin as vicar of the see of Jerusalem. His 
role was to institute bishops, presbyters and deacons as long as there was no 
possibility of appointing a Patriarch in Jerusalem due to the Arab takeover. 

By the 8th century the basilica of Dar was employed as a cemetery by Arabs. 
Tombs dated by grave-goods to between the 8th and 14th centuries were dug into the 
upper mosaic pavement of the external northern aisle, north of it and at the eastern 
end of the church. Dar was to remain Moslem until the 12th century when the 
Crusaders founded the Christian village of de Merel around the harbour which 
regained its ancient importance as one of the ports of the Latin Kingdom of 
Jerusalem. 

But, by this time, even the site of the basilica of Dor was no more than an 
overgrown mound. 
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Excavations since 1970 at four different sites in Upper Galilee have filled a major 
gap in our archaeological knowledge of the Roman-Byzantine periods in Palestine. 
The Meiron Excavation Project, sponsored by Duke University and the American 
Schools of Oriental Research, has decided to focus on villages of the remote Galilean 
highlands rather than on the larger settlements that tend to draw archaeological 
attention; and the domestic quarters of these sites have been deemed just as 
important in the excavation strategy as the large public buildings, normally 
synagogues, that are part of the remains of Jewish settlements of this period. 

All four villages are in the eastern portion of the Upper Galilean mountains. Two 
of them, Meiron and Khirbet Shema' (Tekoa of Galilee), lie on twin foothills of 
Mount Meiron (Jebel Jarmak). They are barely 1 km distant from each other, being 
separated only by the Wadi Meiron between them. The third site, Gush 1:falav ( el Jish 
or Giscala), is situated deep in a wadi some 5.5 km north of Meiron. The fourth site, 
Nabratein (Niburayah), lies 3 km north of Tsefat on a promontory near the bottom 
of Wadi Dalton. The archaeological remains at these sites stretch from the 3rd 
millennium BCE to the Crusader period, with major periods of habitation lasting from 
the end of the Second Temple until after the Arab conquest. However, none of the 
four settlements was inhabited continually for that long; they all reached their peak, 
demographically and economically, in the Middle to Late Roman Periods, in the 
3rd-4th centuries CE. Samples of the archaeological record of that era are presented 
here. 

Domestic buildings 

An extensive residential and commercial complex on the lower slopes of the Meiron 
hill was excavated over five seasons; yet even then its full extent could not be 
determined. Several blocks or insulae were identified, including one large building 
with at least ten interconnecting rooms and courts. The walls of this building are 
extremely well preserved, standing to a height of over 2 m in some places. One 
entered through a main doorway of well-trimmed ashlar blocks, but the rest of the 
structure was constructed of roughly dressed field stones. The interior of at least 
some of the rooms was probably plastered. The floors were of tamped earth; and the 
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roof must have been flat and surfaced with mud, to judge from the roof rollers found 
in the debris. Two stairways led to a second storey. 

The ground plan of the building consisted of a series of rooms adjacent to a large 
stone-paved courtyard. Some of the rooms were clearly intended for household 
chores, since grinding stones, ovens, dough slabs and various small implements attest 
to food-preparation activities. One room served craft and commercial purposes. The 
family that occupied this dwelling appears to have been involved in the olive industry 
for which Galilee was famous. A semi-circular stone platform with an adjoining stone 
workbench was found in one of the rooms near the courtyard and is presumed to have 
been used for the manufacture of round containers, perhaps barrels. A bronze plane 
(ma'asad) from this room provided further evidence that this was a cooperage. 
Immediately at the entry to the building, a narrow chamber with a low bench appears 
to have been a small public room, serving the business dealings of the family that 
lived and worked in this complex of rooms. 

Another extensive dwelling in Meiron gave the impression of ancient wealth 
because of the large numbers of coins, mainly from the 4th century, which were 
recovered in its ruins. Dubbed the Patrician House (below), it is near and connected 
with another substantial dwelling, called the Lintel House because of the massive 
lintel (1.96 m wide and 0.25 m high) surmounting the broad doorjambs of its 
entrance. This latter house was characterized by two important features: it was 

Isometric drawing of the Patrician House at Meiron, showing the courtyard at the lower 
right and the storage jars in Room F a t  the top left. 
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constructed on the steep slopes of the hill in conjunction with the Patrician House, 
thus showing how the ancient engineers utilized the terrain to advantage; and its 
rooms contain benches and other installations which testify to home industry. 

As impressive as is the Lintel House, the attached Patrician House revealed an 
architectural peculiarity and a remarkable corpus of associated materials that made it 
even more important historically. It consisted of four rooms on two sides of a 
stone courtyard, from which a stairway led to an upper storey. For one of the 
ground-floor rooms - Room F - there was no entry from the ground level; it could 
only have been entered by wooden stairs or a trapdoor from above, and so was hardly 
a storeroom for items of everyday usage. Yet the undisturbed contents of this room 
consisted of nineteen large storage jars, broken but largely complete, along with 
several other items: two beautiful glass plates, a bronze bell, and an iron sickle blade. 
Whereas the other buildings and rooms at this site had been virtually emptied when 
the inhabitants left their village in the late 4th century, the contents of this room had 
strangely been left in place. 

Even more surprising than the doorless room with its assortment of pots and 
objects, was the fact that most of the jars were still filled with their original contents -
king walnuts, wheat, barley and Egyptian beans (jut or lubya). Further, the 
foodstuffs were fully carbonized; they had been charred before they had been put 
into the storage containers. These agricultural products apparently had never been 
intended for consumption. Perhaps they were considered hekdesh, consecrated. 
They had been rendered unusable and stored away, perhaps in pious anticipation of 
the rebuilding of the Temple and their transport to Jerusalem. In addition, two of the 
jars bore inscriptions, one a Greek personal name, and the other the Hebrew word 
'esh, fire. The latter inscription seems to bear striking testimony to the jars' scorched 
contents. 

Another domestic structure provides evidence for a further dimension of Galilean 
village life of the Roman era. A large building at Nabratein consists of a central 
courtyard surrounded by small chambers. These rooms, some of which originally had 
basement storage levels, revealed a series of pits and plastered receptacles cut into 
the bedrock, evidently for collecting liquids. These installations, along with the 
repertoire of pottery from this building that includes a rare inkwell, disclose a 
commercial aspect to the basic household functions of the building and suggest that it 
served as a trading depot. The economy of these villages was not evidently isolated 
completely from the world outside their own region, although its material culture in 
general suggests a strong regionalism with few influences from beyond Galilee. 

Ritual Baths 

Several miqvehs have been uncovered in the course of excavation at these sites. At 
Khirbet Shema' a major bathing installation was found on the eastern slope of the 
village. Cut into bedrock, it consisted of two separate chambers and two small courts, 
each associated with one of the chambers. The first, and smaller, of the two 
chambers, barely 1 m high, is approached by seven rock-cut steps and has been 
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identified as a pre-lavatorium for  alifah, cleansing the hair before ritual bathing as 
stipulated in the Talmud. Seven more rock-cut steps led down to the main bathing 
chamber, a roughly trapezoidal space with 3-m-high walls. Another miqveh, at 
Meiron, is associated with two adjacent underground declivities. One of these 
evidently provided some of the water needed for the bath; the other perhaps was a 
warming chamber, providing some heat for the bathing complex in the bitter cold of 
the Galilean winters. 

Cisterns 

Water installations at these sites are also represented by drainage channels and by 
cisterns into which at least some of the channels fed. Although the rainfall in this part 
of the country is quite substantial ( often as much as 44 inches per year), the villagers 
needed a system of water storage to tide them over the dry summer months as well as 
to provide for recurrent drought years. Many cisterns and other underground cavities 
were discovered by the team. Those that were excavated were of the cone-shaped 
variety typical of this period, although each had some peculiarity of its own. The 
cisterns yielded an impressive collection of cooking pots and dipper juglets which 
were used to draw water and which had been accidentally dropped into the cisterns in 
antiquity. 

Tombs 

Village life in Galilee included careful provisions for death. Many tombs have been 
discovered in the area, with several of them being objects of Jewish piety to this very 
day, since rabbinic tradition or medieval legends link them with famous sages. It is 
difficult to ascertain, however, whether the veneration of these tombs predates the 
medieval period. Excavation of some of these tombs revealed Jewish burial 
chambers typical of the Roman period, with burial slots leading off the main chamber 
or with shelves for burial and a rock-cut arch overhead. Over one of these rock-cut 
tombs stands a monumental two-storey mausoleum, with the roof slab alone 
measuring 3 mx2.2 mx0.90 m. Excavation could neither affirm nor deny the 
tradition linking this monument with Rabbi Shammai and his wife. 

Another interesting tomb, which had escaped ancient grave-robbers, revealed 
seven burial niches as well as several pits for the reburial of disarticulated remains, a 
process which freed the niches for fresh burials. This practice of ossilegium, widely 
known at that period, was thus attested. Although Jewish tradition disapproved of 
grave-goods, this tomb did provide some noteworthy artifacts. A cast glass bowl was 
recovered in one niche, an intact and rare inkwell (see above), perhaps attesting to 
the profession of its deceased owner, was recovered in another; and lamps and glass 
tear-vessels (lachrymortaria) appeared at various spots in the tomb. Nearly 200 
individuals had been interred in this cave-tomb over a period of several hundred 
years. Medical analysis and palaeopathological examination of the skeletal remains 
has provided important information about the health of the local population. Nearly 
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50 per cent of those buried in the tomb had died before their eighteenth year, a figure 
near normal for ancient populations. 

Other categories of structural remains, above and below ground, occur in these 
Galilean highland villages, notably the public buildings or synagogues which exist at 
all four sites. In addition, a rich assortment of artifacts has only been alluded to here. 
These include an extensive corpus of well-preserved coins (c. 4000 specimens), an 
abundant supply of glass, a fine assortment of iron (especially nails and other items 
used in carpentry) and bronze objects, several examples of decorative art, jewellery 
and, of course, pottery. The ceramic repertoire is virtually identical at the four sites 
and is the firmest indicator of the strongly unified regional culture of these hinterland 
villages. 
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During the past decade discoveries have been made which add substantially to our 
knowledge of cemeteries and of ancient burial practices around Jerusalem. We now 
know of rock-cut tombs all around the ancient city which date to the last 250 years of 
the Judaean monarchy. 

The Western Cemetery 

Four groups of rock-cut tombs have been found west of the present city walls as 
follows: 

1 at Mamilla Road 
2 below the wall, south of the Citadel 
3 east of St Andrew's Church 
4 west of the southwest corner of the Old City wall. 

The fourth group included at least five rock-cut tombs, one of them transected by the 
aqueduct which brought water from the Hebron mountains to the Temple area 
during the Second Temple period. The most northerly tomb of the group was found 
during road-widening operations in 1975 and was still blocked by its original 'rolling 
stone'. This cave has two chambers, the first of which had two benches on which two 
bodies were laid out with the head of one near the feet of the other, and with many 
vessels placed around them. The bones of earlier burials, with the remains of their 
tomb-goods, had been placed on the floor to leave room on the benches for the new 
interments. There was no repository or pit in the bench or floor, as was the general 
custom in the Iron Age. Within the second, inner chamber, benches lined the walls 
opposite the entrance and along the side walls. Few bones were found in situ on the 
benches, but the floor was littered with the bones of earlier burials. Not many objects 
were lef t - only arrowheads, pots and a lady's private seal. Anthropological research, 
and some of the finds, have verified that the tomb was used by a large Jerusalem 
family from the end of the 8th through to the 7th centuries BCE. 

The Southern Cemetery 

There are more than a dozen Iron Age tombs along the southern cliff of the Hinnom 
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valley in the Karaite cemetery opposite Mount Zion, towards the Aceldama ('Field 
of Blood') area near St Onophrius' Monastery. These caves have features typical of 
the Iron Age II period. 

The Eastern Cemetery 

In the Siloam village there are well-cut caves which are also of the late Iron Age. The 
majority have only one burial chamber. Near the ceiling there are right-angled 
cornices, while the ceilings themselves are either gabled or flat. Some of the burial 
benches have a rounded depression at one end for the head of the corpse. Also in the 
same cemetery there are monolithic tombs built above ground. 

The Northern Cemetery 

North of the Turkish city wall, on the slopes of the hill, is a group of more than ten 
rock-cut tombs with characteristic features of the end of the Iron Age. Two such 
caves are on the premises of the Dominican monastery of St Etienne (Ecole Biblique 
et Archeologique Franc,:aise) which were resurveyed and studied. The first is near the 
church of St Etienne itself. It has a large circular antechamber with a north-facing 
entrance. In the eastern wall of the antechamber are entrances to three burial 
chambers, of which the southern was the largest, although it is now much destroyed. 
It has a right-angled rock-cut cornice at the junction of the ceiling and walls, but no 
benches or other burial arrangements. Similarly, in the western wall of the 
antechamber there are entrances to three more burial chambers, while two others 
lead from the north wall on either side of the steps down from the present entrance. 
In the south wall the original entrance appears to have been blocked by modern 
masonry. 

The second cave is incorporated in a building which has served as the monastery's 
own cemetery since the 19th century. In front of the cave a courtyard is cut in the rock 
from which one enters a large antechamber, 5.30 mx4.30 m and about 3.60 m high, 
oriented eastwards. This has a rock-cut double right-angled cornice. Two burial 
chambers open out from it to the north, and two to the east, one with yet another 
chamber leading from it. In the southeast corner of the antechamber is the entrance 
to what, after detailed study, must have been a large chamber almost entirely 
destroyed by tombs of the Byzantine period. 

All the burial chambers, except the larger ones to the right of the entrances, are of 
the same pattern, with benches opposite the entrance and along the two side walls. 
The benches have a slightly elevated parapet to retain the body in place. The longer 
benches opposite the entrances have headrests at both ends, while the side-wall 
benches have headrests at one end only. In the most easterly burial chamber of the 
second cave, the one entered through another chamber, deep resting places, 
approximately 0.5 m wide and deep, rather like sarcophagi, replace the benches. 
Above them, rock-cut shelves originally held the slabs which sealed these resting 
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places. This chamber apparently held the burials of highly respected people. This is, 
perhaps reminiscent of 2 Chronicles 16:14: 

And they buried him [Asa] in his own sepulchre which he had made for himself in the 
city of David, and laid him in the bed which was filled with sweet odours and divers 
kinds [of spices] prepared by the apothecaries' art: and they made a very great 
burying for him. 

In both caves the benches have rectangular openings below them which lead to 
irregular rock-cut hollows which were repositories for bones. Some still contain bone 
material, probably dating to the Byzantine period. The entrances to the chambers are 
well above human height and are surrounded by recessed frames. The standard of 
rock cutting is excellent, all the surfaces have been well smoothed and minute care 
was taken in the tooling. All this leads to the conclusion that these caves, like others 
of the type in Jerusalem and Judaea, date to the late Iron Age. Two such, with similar 
features, were found in 1937 in Suleiman Road, north of the Old City wall, and 
included charnel pits. A great deal of Israelite II pottery was found in them. 

The 'Garden Tomb', only a few metres from the second cave in the Ecole Biblique 
and cut into the same cliff, was identified by General Gordon as the tomb of Jesus. It 
is a two-chambered tomb, the first entered from the south, with the second leading 
from its eastern wall. There was a burial bench, now vanished, opposite the entrance, 
and the original three benches of the inner chamber were removed during secondary 
use in Byzantine times. This tomb's original plan was close to that found in 1975 in 
the Western Cemetery mentioned above. While resurveying the St Etienne caves my 
colleague Gabriel Barkay checked a group of pottery owned by the Garden Tomb 
Association, which was probably excavated from 1873 onwards in the area in front of 
the tomb. This group includes three complete thick-based oil lamps and the rim and 
handle of a deep burnished bowl, to be dated to the 7th century BCE. 

The tombs north of the Damascus Gate must be part of the development and 
expansion of the city to the western hill (Mount Zion) in the 8th and 7th centuries 
BCE. This must be connected with Jeremiah 31: 38-40: 

the city shall be built to the Lord from the tower of Hananeel unto the gate of the 
corner. And the measuring line shall yet go forth over against it upon the hill Gareb, 
and shall compass about to Goath. And the whole valley of the dead bodies, and of 
the ashes and all the fields unto the brook of Kidron, unto the corner of the horse gate 
toward the east, shall be holy unto the Lord. 

There is an inscription of the Second Temple period in Aramaic which concerns 
the removal of the bones of King Uzziah to a new resting place. This was the king who 
lived in seclusion and was said to have died of 'sara'at' (probably leprosy). He was 
buried in 'the field of the burials which belonged to the kings' (2 Chronicles 26:23). 
The inscription reads: 'To this place were brought the bones of Uzziah, King of 
Judah. [This cave is] not to be opened'. It is not known exactly where this tablet was 
found in the last century, but it must have come from a resting place to which 
the bones were transferred in the ls t  century CE. It is quite possible that the 
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'field of burials' referred to in Chronicles is this Northern Cemetery of Iron Age II 
Jerusalem. 

These impressive rock-cut tombs are the ones to which Josephus refers in the 
Jewish War 5: 147: 

The third [wall] started at the Hippicus Tower from which it ran as far north as the 
Psephinus Tower, then descending opposite Helena's monuments [the Queen of 
Adiabene in north Mesopotamia] and continuing a long way past the Caves of the 
Kings, bent at a corner tower near the Fuller's Tomb and joining the old wall came to 
an end at the Kidron valley. 

There is, then, good reason to believe these tombs are the royal resting places of 
the House of David in the centuries before the Babylonian conquest and the 
destruction of the First Temple. 
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In 1973, the first reliable evidence came to light in the Golan of a previously 
unknown regional form of Chalcolithic culture. Since then, extensive surface 
surveys, annual seasons of excavation as well as trial probes, have made it possible to 
form a much clearer picture of the material culture of the region in the 4th 
millennium BC. 

The settlement pattern in the Golan has always been determined by local 
topography and climatic conditions, which have not changed substantially since the 
4th millennium BC. In the Central Golan the terrain is characterized by Dalwe Basalt 
- a comparatively young lava) formation with relatively thin soil cover, strewn with
stones and rocks. Since basalt is a poor aquifer, there is considerable run off in winter
and widespread soil saturation, frequently resulting in the accumulation of sheets of
standing water, which are only absorbed long after the end of the rainy season. An
average rainfall of 500--600 mm results in good grazing, and in ancient times this
offered optimal conditions for the cultivation of crops on the water-retentive soil,
especially in the floodplains adjoining both perennial and seasonal stream beds, in 
what may be regarded as a primitive form of irrigation. Conditions of this kind
satisfied the subsistence needs of a community whose economy was first and
foremost based on pastoralism (sheep and goat rearing) combined with agriculture
(cultivated crops and fruits).

Some fifteen sites, lying 2-4 km apart, have been so far identified in this part of the 
Golan. In addition, there is one at the foot of the Golan scarp in Upper Galilee; two 
situated in South Golan, which is a predominantly limestone region (and where the 
texture and colour of the pottery more closely resembles contemporary Jordan 
Valley wares); and another situated to the west of the Jordan - likewise in a basalt 
area - a little south of Rosh Pinah. Thus we can point to a score of sites already 
identified, while there are many more where the surface evidence is as yet insufficient 
to warrant their inclusion on the map of sites. 

The settlements are of several types: 
1 a village consisting of 30--50 ho ses, with an estimated population of some 

300--500 souls; 
2 a small hamlet consisting of 10--15 houses, situated close to the cultivated tracts 

and cornfields; 
3 isolated houses situated close to the fields and pastures. 
A combination of the above types is also found, especially when isolated farmsteads 
were built on the periphery of a compact village. 
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A typical house from the west. Note in the foreground the lighter stones of the unexcavated adjoining 
house. with a party wall hetween. Darker stones mark the limits of the narrow hroadroom at the western 
end. from which a short wall juts out eastwards. Note the low shelves against the long walls to the left and 

right, and the entrance marked hy two large stones (Photo Israel Department of Antiquities). 

Irrespective of the settlement pattern, the houses are invariably of the broadhouse 
type, being rectangular in plan, with their long walls oriented east-west in accordance 
with the east-west downward incline of the slopes (see plate above). Built of 
unworked basalt in the drystone technique, the entrance is in the south long wall. 
House dimensions differ, but a recurrent size is 15 m by 6 m. Floors are slightly 
below ground level, often combining a rough stone paving with the natural rock. 
Internal arrangements differ, but there is frequently a narrow storeroom built across 
the whole width of the western end, or alternatively two small adjacent rooms. In 
some houses slightly larger rooms (not more than 3 m wide) are found at the western 
end. These were probably roofed, the beams being laid across the width of the rooms 
from east to west, resting on an inner transverse wall. In some houses the inner space 
is divided lengthwise by an internal long wall built close to the north wall, likewise to 
facilitate the placing of beams to roof the narrow northern sector. Despite the solidity 
of the walls, it is by no means certain that there was a roof over the whole of the 
enclosed space. As is common in simple peasant communities, the manifold activities 
of the household, as well as the auxiliary processes connected with the cultivation of 
the fields and the milk-giving flocks, were carried out each in its appointed place 
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within the confines of the walls, the overall space being divided by means of internal 
partitions, short walls and the like. Up to the present, little has been found to suggest 
the existence of an outer open courtyard for animals against the external wall face. 

A unique feature of the layout of the Golan Chalcolithic village is the use of 
chain-building. Except in the case of isolated structures, the houses are built end to 
end, with a party wall between neighbouring buildings. A large village may have five 
or six roughly parallel house-chains of varying lengths. Such an arrangement no 
doubt reflects a community in which the family or clan was the basic unit. An 
occasional break, perhaps a lane, between neighbouring houses was probably a 
demarcation line indicating that two different families were living side by side. 

The smaller village unit or hamlet is characterized by short house-chains of two or 
three structures, combined with single houses. These were found in clusters, built on 
the high ground surrounding a wadi, summer-dry, but aflow in winter, in whose flood 
area wheat was grown. Here the layout was dictated by functional considerations, 
since in three of the houses there was a large stone-lined silo, in one of which all the 
contents had been burnt, preserving the charred grains of cultivated emmer wheat 
(triticum dicoccum ). Olive stones were also found at several sites, as well as the 
remains of pea and lentil seeds. 

The mixed economy, of cereal and legume cultivation on the one hand and sheep 
and goat pastoralism on the other, is reflected in the rich assemblages found in the 
houses. Owing to the difficulty - but not impossibility - of digging silos in the hard 
basalt, there is a preponderance of large pottery store-jars and containers to be used 
for dry goods. At the same time there is a marked absence of everyday household 
utensils. There are one or two jugs, a few hole-mouthed pots (possibly used for 
cooking), squat jars (some with two pairs of handles or double-pierced handles), 
large handled bowls, bowls on a high fenestrated base - a commonly found 
contemporary vessel used for cultic purposes - a large number of spindle whorls 
(indicating wool-making) and large spouted vessels, possibly used for oil. As might 
be expected in a basalt region there are many vessels and tools of basalt. These 
include a wide range of bowls for domestic use and oval-shaped grinding stones of all 
sizes. There are also agricultural implements, such as hoes and weights, especially for 
dibble sticks, and many whose exact use can only be guessed at. The flint tools are 
typical of the period and include axes and adzes, fan scrapers, a few borers, awls and 
knives, many sickle blades (with sickle sheen) and a variety of perforated circular and 
oval tools, some with pointed peripheral denticulation. 

The hallmark of the Golan Chalcolithic are the basalt pillar figures found in the 
houses, where they were no doubt used in a domestic cult (see next page). 
Probably regarded as symbolizing a tutelary godhead, they were believed to be 
imbued with the power to ensure good harvests on the one hand and increase among 
the flocks and herds on the other. All are circular and terminate above in a shallow 
bowl; some are sculpted with facial features, such as ears, eyes or hair, while on many 
there is a large and markedly prominent nose - doubtless signifying the seat of the 
breath of life, hence life itself and fertility. Some figures have horns, sometimes with 
the addition of a goatee beard, clearly associating them with the pastoral side of the 
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One of the basalt pillar figures found in Golan houses. Height 22 cm (Photo Israel 
Department of Antiquities). 

economy, while the remainder were in all probability associated with the agriculture. 
Returning now to a consideration of the architecture, it has been suggested that 

not all the space enclosed by the house walls was roofed over; the creation of small 
rooms and.niches by means of internal walls supports this. Further,.in order to cover 
an area of some 15 m by 6 m, a substructure of 6 m-long beams would have been 
necessary. Pollen and botanical analyses indicate that in 4th-millennium Golan there 
were far more extensive wooded areas than is the case today. However, the same 
kinds of trees grew then as are found today in what is known as 'the Yahudiyye 
Parkland', north of the Sea of Galilee, which is characterized by small trees and 
shrubs - Calliprinos and Tabor oaks, Christ Thorn and Pistacia. None of these have 
branches 6 m long; and this applies equally to the gnarled and twisted branches of 
olive trees, of which the charred remains were found in the houses. If this be so, and 
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the houses were only partially covered by a roof, then it is unlikely that they were in 
use during the rainy season, especially in view of the heavy east-west runoff on the 
slopes where the settlements were sited. Moreover, no contemporary graves or 
burials have been found so far in the Golan. It can thus be plausibly postulated that 
the Chalcolithic houses which have come to light were seasonal houses used annually 
during the summer months, and that after the autumn sowing most of the inhabitants 
moved to permanent villages situated no doubt in more arid zones to the east, such as 
the Ledja. There they would remain until the following spring, and it was there that 
they would have buried the dead in secondary burial ( customary at this time). A cycle 
of seasonal transhumance of some kind is a common phenomenon in the ancient 
Near East and is still found in different parts of the world. If this interpretation is 
correct, then it may well be that the Golan settlements were abandoned (there is no 
evidence of destruction) when the people who usually spent the summer months in 
them, failed one year to return and that what has been found in the houses represents 
the equipment habitually left in them at the end of a seasonal sojourn. 

Carbon 14 dates obtained from a sample of burnt wood from one of the houses 
gives a date of 3320± 140 BC, calculated with the old Libby half life, and a corrected 
date according to MASCA dendrochronological calibrations of 4140± 150 BC 
(Weizman Institute, Isotope Department, Rehovot, Israel). 

The discovery of the Golan Chalcolithic has not only considerably increased our 
knowledge of the period as a whole - frequently designated the Ghassul-Beersheba 
culture - but it has added what may be termed a third dimension, opening up new 
perspectives with regard to patterns of settlement, domestic architecture, economic 
pursuits and, above all, cultic traditions and beliefs. 
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Korazin: a Mishnaic city 

ZE'EV YEIVIN 

Deputy Director, Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums 
Chairman, Archaeological Survey of Israel 

The site of Khirbet Koraze lies in the foothills near the northwest shore of the Sea of 
Galilee. It is usually identified as the ancient city of Korazin. In this area Jesus was 
active in the early lst century CE, and the city is also mentioned in Talmudic sources 
of the 3rd and 4th centuries CE. Christian literature of the 4th-6th centuries also 
refers to it, and in the 16th century the traveller Pierre Boulon noted it among 
several new Jewish villages which made their living from fishing in the lake. This must 
have been founded in the 13th-15th centuries, after the abandonment of the ancient 
city which flourished at least into the lOth century under Arab rule. One can see 
today some well-preserved houses of this later village, which was inhabited into this 
century, but it is the ancient city which has provided the greatest interest, and 
especially the synagogue at its heart, which was first surveyed and excavated in 1905 
by Kohl and Watzinger who laid the foundations for future research on synagogal art 
and architecture. The building was originally cleared by Makhouly arid Ori on behalf 
of the Department of Antiquities of Palestine and the Hebrew University in 1926, 
while the latest excavations under my direction in 1961-4 focused attention on the 
city as a whole, of which the synagogue was an integral part. 

The Jewish city of Korazin was a medium sized town or 'ayara' and was not 
planned on the square Hippodamian grid, but followed the lie of the land; so that it is 
a longish city built on an oval-shaped hill with unplanned streets and randomly built 
blocks of houses. Broadly speaking the main street ran from end to end of the town 
on a north-south line, and had smaller roads joining it, making a 'fishbone' plan. The 
central part of the city was most intensively investigated, and included, beside the 
synagogue itself which lies to the east of the main road, five other large buildings, of 
which three (A/B/C) were excavated. Building B lies to the south, across the road 
from the synagogue, Building C lies north of it, and Building A, in the east, closes the 
unit from that side, and adjoins Building B in the south. In 1980 the Department of 
Antiquities and the Parks Authority began restoring a large part of the site, including 
the synagogue, under my direction. This project is still continuing in 1983 and the site 
will eventually be opened to the public. 

An important distinction must be made between a synagogue, which is a place for 
public worship, and a temple which is the house or home of a god. This concept 
(which was followed for early churches) had architectural, religious, urban and social 
aspects which are well demonstrated by the synagogue of Korazin. It was built on 
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ground which sloped from west to east, and the area was first levelled by means of the 
big basalt boulders which occur naturally here, prior to construction. 

The synagogue fa<;:ade faced south to Jerusalem, as do several other north-Israel 
synagogues; those in the south of the country face north. At Korazin two entrances 
are clear: the western one with its threshold still in situ, and the central one, the main 
approach to the synagogue, as defined by the first course of the front wall. Unhappily 
the eastern entrance is missing. The western wall, built of smaller stones than the 
northern or eastern walls, stands to a height of 2.5 m; the northern wall has one or 
two standing courses, while the eastern one has part of one course. Natural bedrock 
was left uncut in the northwest corner of the interior, but in the northeast corner the 
original pavement was found with fragments of the first row of benches around the 
wall. In the north the row of pedestals parallel to the wall and their stylobate were 
found in situ, an indication that there were pillars from corner to corner. Two 
pedestals were also in situ in the row along the eastern wall, and one in the western 
row. Since parts of the stylobate were found along the western and the eastern rows, 
the original positions of the lines of columns could be reconstructed, and it is obvious 
that the plan of the synagogue was basilical. Some columns could be totally 
reconstructed from their fragments, so that the height of the hall can be given as 
4.60 m. There may have been an upper floor or gallery since pieces of a series of 
semi-circular pilasters and capitals were found. 

As noted before, the western wall of the synagogue was built of smaller stones than 
the northern and eastern walls, and it does not bond with either the north or the south 
wall. It is clearly a later addition, part of a second building phase which can be clearly 
seen all around the excavated area. The fa<;:ade of the synagogue was partly covered 
by a wall built on the lower step of the original stair which approached it, and 
entrances were now opened at the west and east. Clear indication of the two building 
phases is given by two groups of coins: one is a hoard mostly of Constantinian date -
the beginning of the 4th century CE which came from a room in Building C close to the 
synagogue; while the other, a larger one, came from a trench cut in the synagogue 
hall itself and was composed of small coins of the 5th-6th centuries CE, the latest 
being from the reign of Emperor Heraclius at the beginning of the 7th century. 

Numerous pieces of ornamentally carved stonework were recovered, so that not 
only the plan but much of the decoration can be reconstructed. It is interesting that 
one frieze, whose fragments add up to a length of some 15 m, was carved with pagan 
motifs as well as floral designs. It seems that there was an architrave supported on the 
capitals of the columns, with a frieze above it and a cornice running above that. Parts 
of a gable must have belonged to the fa<;:ade, as edging either to the main roof or to a 
small decorative roof above the main door. It is also possible that there was a small 
narthex in front of the principal entrance. Pieces of a decorated arch may have come 
from a semicircular window above the central or the western door. 

Inside the building, beside the wall between the western and the central doors, 
stones had been cut and laid apparently to serve as a base for an unusual element. 
Fallen nearby were two decoratively carved stones which appear to depict a 
menorah. The dressing of these stones suggests they faced a niche between the 
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western and the central doors, some 1.2 m wide, and more than 1 m deep in the wall. 
There the wooden Ark for the holy books would probably have been placed. The 
unusual stone base would then be the monumental emplacement for such an Ark 
standing in the wide niche and probably covered with a curtain or 'Parochet'. 
Parallels for this feature can be found in the synagogues of Sardis in Turkey and Dura 
Europas in Syria. Perhaps on the other side of the central entrance, between it and 
the eastern door, was a Bamah from which the Scriptures were read. A parallel for 
this is to be found in the synagogue of Khirbet Susia, south of Hebron, which I 
excavated some years ago. 

Other niches in the synagogue, decorated with conches, were possibly parts of 
decorated windows, were placed above the doorways, or were even above the recess 
for the.Eternal Light, the 'Ner HaTamid'. 

This synagogue, then, partly because of architectural parallels and partly on 
historical grounds, is likely to have been built when the city reached its peak of 
prosperity at the beginning of the 4th century CE, and was perhaps damaged by the 
earthquake which Eusebius mentions in the middle of that century. When the city 
was rebuilt the synagogue was restored (as the second building phase shows) and 
continued to play its role at the heart of the community for many centuries thereafter. 
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Twenty years of Timna research 

BENO ROTHENBERG 

Institute of Archaeology, London 
Director, Arabah Expedition, Israel 

At the time we began our first survey of the Arabah (the rift valley between the 
Dead Sea and the Red Sea), our area was generally known through the publications 
of Nelson Glueck as King Solomon's Mines (see next page). The Timna Valley, 
the scene of most of our investigations during the past twenty years, was considered 
the largest centre of copper mining of the Arabah, and Tell el-Kheleifeh, a site 
near the shore of the Red Sea, was understood to be the largest copper-smelting 
town of the ancient world. It was called by some 'the Pittsburgh of the Near East' and 
was usually thought to have been built by King Solomon and to be identified with 
the Biblical port of Ezion Geber, i.e. Eilat. 

In our first survey report (Palestine Exploration Quarterly xciv, 1962, pp. 5-71) 
we expressed serious doubts concerning Glueck's metallurgical concepts and more 
so about Tell el-Kheleifeh as a copper smelter and port. With our first excavations in 
Timna in 1965 the generally accepted dating of the mining and smelting sites of the 
Arabah to the time of the kings of Israel and Judah became untenable, although we 
still had no clear idea of the ethnic origin of the Timna metallurgists. 

In reply to my PEQ paper, Glueck withdrew (Biblical Archaeologist, 28/3, 1965, 
pp. 70--87) his copper-smelting theories, but persisted with the lOth-century-BcE 
date for the building of the settlement of Tell el-Kheleifeh. His views received 
steadfast support from most Biblical archaeologists in the USA and Israel up to 
very recently, mainly in the name of 'historical reasoning', i.e. the struggle for 
possession of the Arabah copper mines as the assumed cause of the constant wars 
between Israel and Edam (see Yadin etc.). 

From 1964 until 1980 we systematically excavated copper-production sites in 
Timna and the Arabah, which could be dated from the Chalcolithic period ( 4th 
millennium BCE) to Roman times. The dating of the main period of industrial 
metallurgical activities in the Arabah, which according to Glueck belonged to the 
time of King Solomon and the kings of Judah after him, and which, according to our 
view in 1969, were operated by the kings of Edam in the 12th century BCE at the 
latest, was dramatically changed by our discovery of an Egyptian mining sanctuary in 
Timna. Here a series of hieroglyphic inscriptions was excavated which dated the 
mining and smelting sites of Timna to the 19th and 20th Dynasties of Egypt, from the 
end of the 14th to the middle of the 12th centuries BCE. 

Timna was a huge Egyptian mining enterprise, worked in collaboration with the 
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Ancient copper-mining galleries in the Timna Valley. On the left is one from the 4th millennium BCE, while 
that on the right is from the 12th-13th centuries BCE. 
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Midianites from the ancient mining centre of the Hedjaz ( or northwest Arabia - the 
Biblical land of Midian) and local workers from the Negev and the Arabah. No 
connection between this enterprise and ancient Israel was ever found in the Ara bah. 

A summary of recent investigations of the material from Tell el-Kheleifeh, 
originally excavated by Glueck, was published recently in Biblical Archaeologist 
(45/2, 1982, pp. 120Sl) and in the Newsletter o f  the American School o f  Oriental 
Research, the mother-institute of Nelson Glueck. It proved that the pottery found at 
Tell el-Kheleifeh belongs to the 8th-5th centuries BCE and nothing of the time of 
Solomon to Jehoshaphat was found there, so that Tell el-Kheleifeh could not 
possibly be an Israelite site, and therefore, of course, not Tell el-Kheleifeh. It must 
now be considered an Edomite settlement founded only in the 8th century BCE. This 
work has finally ended the dispute about 'King Solomon's Mines' and Ezion Geber 
which lasted for more than twenty years. 

We can now sum up our years of investigations in the Arabah as follows: 
1 The Arabah was always primarily a mining area. 
2 From the 5th millennium BCE to the early 3rd millennium (Chalcolithic to the 

Early Bronze Age) the mining areas of the Arabah were occupied by indigenous 
metallurgists of 'cottage industry' type, based on small and temporary hunting 
camps and pastoral settlements. These settlers were connected with the inhabit-
ants of the Nile Delta, although some slight contact with Late Chalcolithic 
Palestine could also be established. 

3 Few remains of late 3rd millennium to early 2nd millennium BCE (Early Bronze to 
Middle Bronze Age) copper production were found in the Arabah, but metallur-
gists did indeed continue the exploitation of the Timna copper ores. 

4 The 14th century BCE to the middle of the 12th century BCE saw intensive copper 
industries in operation at several sites in the Timna Valley. Systematic shaft-and-
gallery mining and sophisticated industrial copper smelting had already reached its 
optimal development at this phase of the Bronze Age. 

5 The only archaeological indication of Israelite activities in the area under 
consideration came from the small island of Jezirat Faraun ('Island of the 
Pharaohs', today 'Coral Island') south of modern Eilat, which we propose to 
identify with the Biblical port of Ezion Geber. The connection between Israel of 
the United Monarchy and later and this port on the Red Sea must have been by the 
Darb el-Ghazza road, to the west of the Negev mountains, and by the Way of the 
King through the mountains of Edom. 

6 The neighbouring Hedjaz was a huge mining area in ancient times. It produced 
gold, silver and copper, and we believe that its future exploration by archaeo-
metallurgists will produce much new information of great significance not only for 
the story of the Ara bah, but also for the history of the Near East. 
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The Israelite religious centre of Kuntillet 
'Ajrud 

ZE'EV MESHEL 

Tel Aviv University 

This paper is offered as a tribute to Professor Edward Palmer, who visited Kuntillet 
'Ajrud (known now as l:Jorvat Teiman) some ninety-five years ago, after his survey 
of Sinai. Professor Palmer thought that the site might be Roman Gypsaria, a way 
station on the road to Eilat. This was incorrect, but by proposing this identification he 
recognized the importance of the area as a watering hole and campsite for traffic 
moving southwest between the Mediterranean coast and the Red Sea and southern 
Sinai. 

The site actually dates to the period of the First Temple. It was perhaps founded at 
the beginning of the 8th century BCE and was used for a short time only, since there is 
but one building phase. It owed its importance to its situation on a hill near natural 
wells besides this vital route, the Darb el-Ghazza. The site's name, Kuntillet 'Ajrud, 
'the solitary hill of the water well', emphasizes its character. It is located at a meeting 
point of desert tracks, one coming from the Gaza/Rafial) region by way of 
Kadesh-Barnea, some 50 kilometres to the north, and on to Eilat; another crossing 
Sinai via the Wadi Quraiya, and a third running south into Sinai. 

Kuntillet 'Ajrud was perhaps a religious landmark comparable to the holy burial 
sites of Islamic sages today. It must be noted, however, that the site is not a sepulchre, 
neither does it have the characteristics of a fortress or of a temple, in either 
architecture or associated finds. Perhaps it served a dual purpose as a wayside shrine 
for the merchants of Phoenicia, Israel, Judah and the coastal strip as they travelled to 
Eilat and Ophir, and as a place of prayer where votive offerings might be left by 
pilgrims going south to Mount Horeb. It may also have been a border shrine 
demarcating the end of the territory of Judah. 

Of the two areas of remains, the eastern building, slightly lower on the hillside, was 
found to be very ruinous, but the main complex on the flat summit was in a better 
state of preservation (see plan on left). Access was from the east, via a dog-leg entry. 
On either side of the way through to the large rectangular courtyard at the heart of 
the complex was the 'bench room', so-called because it was lined with platform-like 
installations which left only a tiny floor area about two feet wide as a centre aisle 
running north-south. Since the purpose of the area can hardly have been for sitting or 
even waiting, it seems likely that it was for the reception of votive offerings. This is 
made more probable by the partially blocked rear cubicles of each 'wing' of the bench 
room, where the majority of the small votives were found. The shining white plaster 
which originally covered floors, walls and benches of the whole entry complex, 
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including the bench room itself, bore painted decoration in places, the earliest yet 
known from the Hebrew monarchy, and fragments of an inscription were found still 
in situ on the right-hand doorpost of the inner courtyard, recalling the biblical 
injunction of Deuteronomy 6: 9. Other fragments of inscribed plaster had fallen in 
the doorways, but the general state of preservation is poor, and decipherment is still 
not complete. 

The rectangular inner courtyard was empty except for two stairs in the south west 
and southeast corners, presumably running up to the roofs of the long storerooms 
which bounded the courtyard to the west and the south. At the northwest and 
southwest corners of the building were two tiny rooms constructed in small 
tower-like projections. Ovens were found in the courtyard at the foot of the 
staircases. These were in use consecutively, since each seems to be connected to one 
specific replastering of the floor areas. 

The pottery of Kuntillet 'Ajrud, much of it found in the storerooms and the bench 
room, appears on current study to show the influence of Judah (in some of the 
storage jars), the south coastal region (in the cooking vessels) and, most interestingly 
of all, the northern area of Israel. These seem to be the main regions of contact of the 
site, and in the excavator's opinion it is the northern influence which is of prime 
importance, leading to the conclusion that the shrine was founded and maintained 
for its short life by an Israelite king, who possibly sent priests to man it. Another 
indicator of north Levan tine interest in the area is provided by inscriptions on vessels 
which have letter-forms of Phoenician rather than Early Hebrew type. Inscriptions in 
both letter-forms fall into two general categories: firstly, pots which were inscribed 
before firing. Since these vessels could not have been made locally they must have 
travelled some distance. Some of them bear simple initials or a group of two letters -
aleph, yod or qof resin Early Hebrew script. These letters may indicate the vessel's 
capacity, the quality or quantity of its contents or perhaps its origin or destination. 
The excavator believes them to have contained tithes of food sent to the shrine, for 
which there are parallels in the Mishnah, much later in the 2nd century CE. 

The second set of vessels has inscriptions made after firing, sometimes accom-
panied by painted decorations of floral, animal or human forms. These inscriptions 
and decorations were presumably made on site. Often they appear to be blessings, 
perhaps for the donor of the vessel. Such a formula is also inscribed on the rim of a 
very large stone bowl, weighing over 200 kilogrammes, which could only have been 
brought to the site with the greatest difficulty. This inscription reads 

l'bdyw bn 'dnh brk h' lyhw 
'belonging to Obadyau son of Adnah, may he be blessed by Yahu'. 

This inscription mentioning the Divine Name is, naturally, of the utmost importance 
at this date, and there are other examples of the fuller form, Yahweh. Yet perhaps of 
even greater interest is the fact that names of other gods also appear in some of the 
inscriptions, including Ba'al: 
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brk.b'l.bym. m/---
'blessed be Ba'al in the day of ml---'. 

We also hear of El: 

sm.'l.bym.ml---
'the name of El in the day of ml---', 

and a mysterious goddess or an epithet for a goddess, Asherah, which it is possible to 
interpret as a consort of, or belonging to the Lord: 

brkt. 'tkm.lyhwh.smrn. wl'srth 
'may you be blessed by Yahweh of Samaria and by His Asherah'. 

Equally interesting is the phrase 'Yahweh of Samaria', since it is paralleled five times 
in the inscriptions from Kuntillet 'Ajrud by the expression 'Yahweh of Tei man and 
His Asherah'. These are the only examples known of the Deity being associated with 
a particular place or territory (i.e. 'the south'). This may be related to the image 
provided by Habakkuk (3:3): 'God came from Teiman and the Holy One from Mt 
Paran'. The usage here is unique, however, as is the phrase 'Yahweh of Samaria'. The 
former refers to the northern territory of Israel-which coincides with the excavator's 
conclusions based independently on the archaeological material - and the latter to 
the south or Sinai, where the shrine was actually situated. 

Further interesting and important information will no doubt be made available 
when the corpus of inscriptions on wall plaster, pottery and so on is published in a 
forthcoming issue of Tel Aviv. A close analysis of the wall paintings and pottery 
motifs has recently appeared in the same journal. 1

Altogether this remote site in northeastern Sinai has repaid investigation in an 
unlooked-for measure. It has already thrown much light on the economic and 
especially the religious life of the monarchic period in the early lst millennium BCE, 
and will undoubtedly have even more to tell us. It shows that many peoples of the 
Levant had an interest in, and were able to pass peacefully through, the area, and it 
may delineate ttie western border of Judah in the 8th century BCE. In addition it has 
much to tell us of the art of the time, as well as the probable degree of literacy enjoyed 
by even the humblest travellers. 

' Beck, P., 'The drawings from Horvat Teiman (Kuntillet 'Ajrud),' Tel Aviv 9 (1982) 3-68. 
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